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The study described here extends the applicability of the Newtonian Gravity Concept Inventory

(NGCI) to college algebra-based physics classes, beyond the general education astronomy courses

for which it was originally developed. The four conceptual domains probed by the NGCI

(Directionality, Force Law, Independence of Other Forces, and Threshold) are well suited for

investigating students’ reasoning about gravity in both populations, making the NGCI a highly

versatile instrument. Classical test theory statistical analysis with physics student responses pre-

instruction (N¼ 1,392) and post-instruction (N¼ 929) from eight colleges and universities across

the United States indicate that the NGCI is composed of items with appropriate difficulty and

discrimination and is reliable for this population. Also, expert review and student interviews

support the NGCI’s validity for the physics population. Emergent similarities and differences in

how physics students reason about gravity compared to astronomy students are discussed, as well

as future directions for analyzing the instrument’s item parameters across both populations. VC 2016

American Association of Physics Teachers.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1119/1.4945347]

I. INTRODUCTION

Constructivism posits that learners incorporate new knowl-
edge into existing mental landscapes,1 and that in order to
maximize learning, instructors need to be aware of their stu-
dents’ mental landscapes so that they can provide students
with opportunities for “cognitive dissonance.”2 Students’
existing mental landscapes can be described as “knowledge in
pieces,”3 organized as generative mental structures,4 or the
more-generalized “mental model” as “a robust and coherent
knowledge element or strongly associated set of knowledge
elements.”5 Taking a scholarly approach to studying students’
discipline knowledge development, researchers in physics
education and astronomy education have spent considerable
time developing reliable and valid assessments within critical
disciplinary topics. Pre- and post-instructional testing with
concept inventories have become a common method for
assessing physics and astronomy teaching and learning on a
large scale, leading to profound insights and evidence for the
success of curriculum reform.6–13 In this paper, we build on
this literature and provide a new tool for assessing changes in
introductory algebra-based students’ conceptual understand-
ings and reasoning about gravity—the Newtonian Gravity
Concept Inventory (NGCI).

The NGCI was iteratively developed with a broad popula-
tion of general education introductory astronomy (hereafter

“astronomy”) students, but its conceptual focus is well
aligned with the introductory algebra-based physics (here-
after simply “physics”) curriculum. While it may be taught
explicitly in only one or two lectures, the concept of gravity
is applied widely in treatments of projectile motions and
weight forces, and within the context of Newton’s Laws,
conservation of energy, and conservation of momentum.
Physics instructors and researchers can gain some insights
about their students’ understanding of gravity by assessing
students’ understanding of forces using existing assessments
such as the Force Concept Inventory,14 but these tend to
focus on the effects of gravity on or near Earth’s surface.
Our research on astronomy students has illustrated that there
are unique reasoning difficulties related to thinking about
gravity that are beyond difficulties related to forces in gen-
eral,15 however, research on the prevalence of these gravity-
specific reasoning difficulties within the physics population
has not been previously conducted. This paper investigates
the applicability of the NGCI as an appropriate and useful
tool for assessing the conceptual and reasoning difficulties
with physics students.

The physics population represents a vastly different group
than the astronomy population in terms of interest, motiva-
tion, comfort with math and science, and career path. Most
physics students are science majors and have had previous
instruction in astronomy or physics, whereas astronomy
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students are primarily non-science majors who take the
course as a one-time general education science requirement
before going on to become society’s journalists, politicians,
lawyers, historians, business leaders, and teachers.11,16 Also,
the typical physics course investigates Newtonian gravity
within a very different context than the astronomy course.
(The astronomy curriculum emphasizes gravity in the con-
text of planet and star formation, space travel, the structure
of galaxies, and the evolution of the universe.) However,
much of the literature on student understanding of gravity
has actually focused on physics students,17–19 so investigat-
ing the applicability of the NGCI to the physics population is
a natural extension.

Care must be taken in extending the applicability of an
assessment instrument from one population to another,
because reliability and validity measures are inextricably set
in the context of a particular population. Differences in stu-
dents’ backgrounds, motivations, interests, or future career
aspirations may significantly affect their responses in unpre-
dictable or conflicting ways. If instructors and researchers
uncritically use a concept inventory without understanding
its applicability, they may make false inferences about their
students’ learning and the effectiveness of instructional inter-
ventions. Therefore, before using the NGCI to assess physics
students’ understanding of gravity, we must conduct a care-
fully designed research study using the instrument with this
population and ask: How internally consistent is the NGCI
for the physics population? Are NGCI items of appropriate
difficulty and discriminatory power for the physics popula-
tion? How do distractor choices function? How similar or
different are physics students’ response patterns to those of
astronomy students? Answering these questions will provide
instructors of introductory algebra-based physics with an
understanding of how to use the NGCI to assess their stu-
dents’ conceptual and reasoning difficulties related to grav-
ity. The study described here also can serve as an example
for the discipline-based education research community on
the methods for testing the applicability of assessment instru-
ments across populations.

The Background Section of this paper recaps the develop-
ment process of the NGCI with astronomy students.15,20 We
discuss the conceptual focus of the NGCI along four
domains (Directionality, Force Law, Independence of Other
Forces, and Threshold) and argue for the applicability of
these domains across both the astronomy and physics curric-
ula. Next, in the Method Section, we establish the applicabil-
ity of the NGCI to physics courses through testing the NGCI
with a large sample of physics students at eight colleges and
universities across the United States, providing a dataset of
1,392 pre-instruction responses and 929 post-instruction
responses. In the Results Section, we discuss our classical
test theory analysis and argue that the NGCI is a robustly
reliable instrument for the algebra-physics population, with
items of appropriate difficulty and useful discrimination
capabilities. In the Validation Section, we draw on student
interviews and expert analysis, including that done during
the initial development with astronomy students,20 to argue
for the validity of the NGCI in assessing physics students’
understanding of gravity. The Discussion Section investi-
gates physics students’ performance on the NGCI in compar-
ison to astronomy students’ performance. Emergent trends in
the similarities and differences with how physics and astron-
omy students reason about gravity are discussed within each
of the four conceptual domains. Finally, we conclude with

implications for instruction, emphasizing the unique capabil-
ities of the NGCI as a cross-disciplinary instrument and pro-
jecting future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND

Our previous publications15,20 discussed the development
of the NGCI for astronomy courses following the four-phase
model of instrument development by Benson and Clark:21

Planning, Construction, Quantitative Evaluation, and
Validation. The grounded theory22,23 phenomenographic cod-
ing of student responses to open-ended questions described in
Ref. 15 identified prevalent alternative mental models of grav-
ity (a Boundary Model, an Orbital Indicator Model, and a
Mixing of Forces Model), as well as misapplications of the
scientific model (for example, confusions about the measure-
ment of distance and the difference between mass and den-
sity). The reader is encouraged to consult Ref. 15 for full
descriptions of these conceptions. The conceptions then
informed phrasing and distractor choices for multiple-choice
items. Survey items were written following the best practices
for item construction outlined in Haladyna et al.,24 piloted
iteratively with astronomy students, and evaluated using a set
of commonly accepted methods for evaluation of multiple-
choice conceptual surveys.6,11–13,25 Three survey iterations
resulted in the full 26-item Newtonian Gravity Concept
Inventory (NGCI). Classical Test Theory statistics show that
the NGCI has high reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha¼ 0.84) and
has appropriate item difficulty and discrimination. Expert
agreement of item functioning (Fleiss’s Kappa¼ 0.80), a high
average score of experts (96.7%), and “think-aloud” inter-
views with twenty-four astronomy students were among
the evidence used to argue for the validity of the NGCI.26

Again, we encourage readers interested in learning more
about the rigorous qualitative and quantitative methods used
to create and evaluate a concept inventory of this type to con-
sult Refs. 15 and 20, and references therein.

The conceptual focus of the NGCI is captured in four pri-
mary domains: (1) The Directionality Domain, (2) the Force
Law Domain, (3) the Independence of Other Forces Domain,
and (4) the Threshold Domain. The Directionality Domain
probes understanding of the direction of gravitational force in
situations with multiple objects, relative motion, and for
objects on the surface of a large body. NGCI items probing
the Directionality Domain investigate whether the direction of
the gravitational force should be determined by superposition,
the direction of apparent weight, and if the gravitational force
is always perpendicular to the surface. The Force Law domain
investigates students’ reasoning about how the magnitude of
gravitational force is determined, including the role of dis-
tance and mass, and the effects of changes in density (for
example, whether distance is measured from the center of
mass of an object, from the surface of an object, or if it is sim-
ply the radius of the object). The Independence of Other
Forces Domain probes the well-documented na€ıve idea that
gravity is confounded with forces associated with air pressure,
magnetism, and rotation.14,27–30 The Threshold Domain
probes student understanding of the universality of gravity,
particularly in limiting cases such as large distances or small
masses. This domain also investigates whether students
believe there to be a “boundary” for which gravity suddenly
changes or stops, such as the “edge” of the atmosphere or an
orbital path. Other work20 provides much greater detail into
the breadth of both correct and incorrect ideas related to these
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four conceptual domains, as well as insight into how different
student ideas are elicited by the contexts of specific questions.

III. METHOD

To investigate the reliability and validity of the NGCI for
the physics population, the instrument must undergo pilot
testing, quantitative analysis, and validation, just as was nec-
essary when it was first developed for the astronomy popula-
tion. To this end, during the Spring Semesters in 2012 and
2013, the NGCI was piloted in introductory algebra-based
college physics classes at eight colleges and universities in
the United States (all four-year institutions). In total, 1,392
Physics students participated in the NGCI pre-instruction,
and 929 Physics students participated in the post-instruction
(Table I shows the demographic data). As with the astron-
omy data in Ref. 20, demographics percentages were calcu-
lated as averages from both the pre- and post-instruction
responses to the demographic questions at the end of the
NGCI, and students who reported an age of 17 or younger

were eliminated from the sample. Demographic data are con-
sistent with other estimates,31 so this sample is likely repre-
sentative of physics students nationwide.32

Table II provides NGCI descriptive statistics, class-
averaged normalized gains, and class effect sizes where
appropriate, for these physics pilot sites. Average class
pre-instruction scores ranged from 43% to 71%, with a total
population average score of 58%, and average class post-
instruction scores ranged from 50% to 85%, with a total pop-
ulation average score of 68%. Class-averaged normalized
gains ranged from 0.12 to 0.52, and class effect sizes ranged
from 0.38 to 0.98. A short survey given to the instructors
indicates that the level of student-centered interactivity in
the class supports the observed gains (for example, UC Santa
Barbara had the highest level of interactivity, likely explain-
ing the higher learning gains). As with the astronomy pilot
testing data, these broad ranges of pre and post scores, nor-
malized gains, and effect sizes in Table II serve as a “first
order” indication that the NGCI is sensitive to a wide range
of physics students’ understanding of Newtonian gravity and
differences in physics instruction.

NGCI reliability and item-functioning with the physics
population are assessed with Classical Test Theory (CTT)
statistics. CTT provides measures of internal consistency,
item difficulty, and item discrimination. While these meas-
ures were calculated during the development of the NGCI
from a national sample of astronomy students,20 CTT is
highly sample dependent34,35 and must be re-calculated for
the physics sample. Therefore, the NGCI has a different reli-
ability index and different item difficulty and discrimination
parameters for physics students than it does for astronomy
students. Reliability is measured by the Cronbach’s Alpha
internal consistency statistic. Values range from 0 to 1 and
are highest when the variance of total test scores is large
compared to the variance within each item (i.e., the survey
assesses differences across students rather than differences
across items). Values over 0.70 are conventionally accepted
as being internally reliable.25,36 Item difficulty is calculated
as the percentage of students who answered incorrectly, such

Table I. Physics demographic data for the NGCI, calculated as averages

from 1,392 pre-instruction responses and 929 post-instruction responses

(Ref. 33).

%

Major Business 0.8

Education 2.0

Humanities, Social Sciences, Arts 3.2

Science, Engineering, Architecture 87.4

Other 6.5

Previous Physics or

Astronomy Courses

0 39.7

1 42.7

2 or more 17.4

Gender Male 60.2

Female 39.5

Age 18–30 97.9

Older than 30 1.9

Table II. Introductory physics pilot site data for the NGCI.

Institution N Mean % SD % hgi Cohen’s d (95% C.I.)

Montana State University 2012 Post 73 59.80 16.54 n/a n/a

2013 Pre 287 51.49 18.9 0.19 0.51

Post 218 60.78 17.18 (0.33–0.69)

College of Dupage 2012 Pre 49 67.74 18.74 0.52 0.96

Post 33 84.50 15.28 (0.49–1.42)

Northern Arizona University 2012 Pre 65 49.23 15.46 0.28 0.74

Post 58 63.39 22.39 (0.37–1.10)

2013 Pre 184 43.42 17.48 0.12 0.38

Post 157 50.14 18.18 (0.16–0.59)

University of Maine 2012 Pre 123 59.88 19.44 n/a n/a

2013 Pre 245 57.74 18.69 0.36 0.86

Post 131 72.99 15.62 (0.64–1.08)

UC Santa Barbara 2013 Pre 367 71.21 19.41 0.48 0.80

Post 221 85.10 13.31 (0.63–0.97)

Buffalo State University 2013 Pre 29 53.18 19.57 0.37 0.83

Post 21 70.33 21.83 (0.24–1.41)

Snow College 2013 Pre 20 53.46 19.13 0.40 0.98

Post 17 71.94 18.73 (0.27–1.64)

Kilgore College 2013 Pre 23 44.65 16.27 n/a n/a
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that a very high percentage indicates that most students
answered incorrectly (i.e., the item may be too difficult) and
a very low percentage indicates that most students answered
correctly (i.e., the item may be too easy). In order for a sur-
vey to be of appropriate difficulty, most items should have
difficulty values between 0.20 and 0.80.13,37 Finally, item
discrimination is calculated with the point-biserial correla-
tion between student performance on the item and their over-
all performance on the NGCI.25,34 For item discrimination,
anything greater than 0.30 indicates that students’ scores on
that item are well-correlated with their total scores.13,25

Additional information from student response patterns and
interviews is critical for providing context to these statistics
and to further the discussion of the validity of the NGCI. To
this end, we provide histograms of the proportions of stu-
dents choosing each answer choice for each of the 26 NGCI
items in Supplement A (available online38), as well as inter-
view notes from eleven “think-aloud” interviews with
physics students39 in Supplement B (also online38). As with
the astronomy student interviews from Ref. 20, these physics
student interviews followed the protocols and methods of
Bolton and Bronkhorst,40 in which the interviewer engaged
in “back channeling.” This technique prompted students to
continue talking out loud to elaborate or clarify their reason-
ing while working through the NGCI. Notes were taken dur-
ing interviews and additional thoughts were recorded as soon
as possible after the interview ended. We unpack the mean-
ing of these qualitative results in context with the CTT statis-
tics in the Discussion Section.

IV. RESULTS

For the physics pilot data, the NGCI’s pre-instruction
Cronbach’s Alpha reliability is 0.82 and the post-instruction
reliability is 0.86. These Cronbach’s Alpha values are very
high (actually higher than the Astronomy values of 0.79 and
0.84, respectively,20 indicating that the NGCI is a reliable
instrument for the physics population; i.e., the instrument is
sensitive to differences across students rather than differen-
ces across survey items. Theoretically, then, if a student took
the test over many administrations their scores would be reli-
ably similar. The CTT item difficulty and discrimination sta-
tistics for the physics sample are shown in Table III, with

items having difficulty and discrimination values outside the
conventionally accepted range bolded and italicized.

From Table III, one can see that most items on the NGCI
are of appropriate difficulty and discriminatory power
for physics students, with some notable exceptions. Pre-
instruction, one item (item 25) appears too difficult and one
(item 5) appears too easy. Post-instruction, however, no
items appear to be too difficult, but four items (items 5,
19, 20, and 26) appear to be too easy. Moreover, because
97% of physics students answer item 5 correctly post-
instruction, this item is not a good discriminator of student
understanding and reasoning ability.However, as we will
discuss in Sec. V, this item serves as a good control ques-
tion to ensure that students have moved forward as the
result of instruction and are answering questions earnestly.
All other items have good CTT discrimination values for
the physics sample both pre and post-instruction.

What about the validity of using the NGCI for assessing
physics students’ understanding of gravity? While the NGCI
was not developed with information from physics students’
responses, we apply many of the same arguments for valid-
ity20 that support the NGCI as a valid tool for measuring as-
tronomy students’ understanding of Newtonian gravity. First,
the construct of Newtonian gravity, as captured in the four
conceptual domains of the NGCI, is taught in both astronomy
and physics courses. Second, because the development of the
NGCI was strongly informed by prior research reported in the
literature with insight from both physics and astronomy
experts, and because it was a group of physics experts who
evaluated the correctness of questions and answers, we argue
that the NGCI is an appropriate instrument for probing
physics students’ understanding of gravity. Third, drawing
heavily on the student response patterns to individual items
(online Supplement A38) and student interviews (online
Supplement B38), we can see that distractor choices function
as intended; namely, as probes of known na€ıve ideas and rea-
soning difficulties. Indeed, Supplement A shows overall very
similar functioning of distractor choices for both physics and
astronomy students, and Supplement B links the specific men-
tal models discussed in the Background (and in Ref. 15) to
interviewee’s individual thought patterns.

Taken together, the CTT reliability and item analysis, and
the validity arguments in this section provide compelling
evidence that the NGCI can provide meaningful assessment
of physics students understanding of Newtonian gravity.
Section V uses this data to show in finer detail how the NGCI is
capable of providing valuable, nuanced information about the
similarities and differences in how physics students reason
about gravity compared to astronomy students.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section we offer some first findings of physics stu-
dents’ reasoning about gravity as assessed by the NGCI. In
particular, we use the astronomy students’ responses as a
lens through which to understand the performance of physics
students. We ask: How do physics pilot site data in this study
compare to the astronomy data?20 How do the CTT values
compare? In context with the astronomy data, what do
physics students’ response patterns imply about their concep-
tual understanding and reasoning about gravity?

By comparing the demographics, descriptive statistics,
and CTT parameters of the physics pilot sites (Tables I
and II) to those of the astronomy pilot sites (Ref. 20,

Table III. NGCI CTT item statistics for physics pilot site data. Item diffi-

culty and item discrimination are shown both pre- and post-instruction.

Difficulty values below 0.20 and above 0.80, as well as discrimination val-

ues below 0.30, are bolded and italicized.

Item Pre D Pre rpb Post D Post rpb Item Pre D Pre rpb Post D Post rpb

1 0.57 0.39 0.48 0.44 14 0.42 0.51 0.28 0.50

2 0.47 0.51 0.29 0.56 15 0.51 0.55 0.35 0.51

3 0.39 0.31 0.32 0.42 16 0.66 0.39 0.55 0.49

4 0.63 0.54 0.48 0.59 17 0.36 0.47 0.26 0.48

5 0.13 0.39 0.03 0.21 18 0.41 0.33 0.28 0.37

6 0.36 0.38 0.26 0.40 19 0.22 0.40 0.18 0.39

7 0.52 0.36 0.46 0.50 20 0.25 0.53 0.19 0.51

8 0.51 0.67 0.38 0.66 21 0.34 0.49 0.20 0.45

9 0.26 0.30 0.21 0.40 22 0.31 0.57 0.23 0.59

10 0.77 0.49 0.65 0.60 23 0.32 0.50 0.25 0.44

11 0.30 0.41 0.22 0.40 24 0.44 0.41 0.35 0.36

12 0.27 0.42 0.24 0.51 25 0.82 0.34 0.71 0.42

13 0.45 0.45 0.35 0.44 26 0.25 0.48 0.14 0.42
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Tables 2 and 3, and Figs. 1 and 2), one can notice interest-
ing similarities and differences. First, the demographics of
the samples reflect the differences in the types of students
who take these courses that one might expect: 67.4% more
of the physics sample reported a major of Science,
Engineering, or Architecture, and 17.4% more of the
physics sample had taken at least one previous astronomy

or physics course. As a result of these differences, one
would expect physics students to have a greater
understanding of gravity. Indeed, average class scores are
generally higher for the physics sample. The physics
population-averaged pre-instruction and post-instruction
scores were 14.17% and 12.47% higher than those of the
astronomy population, respectively. Additionally, in com-
paring the CTT statistics, we see that the mean pre- and
post-instruction item difficulty values calculated with the
physics population are 0.14 and 0.13 lower than those for
the astronomy sample, corroborating the finding that the
NGCI is easier for the physics student population.
However, the mean pre- and post-instruction physics item
discrimination values were only 0.06 and 0.02 higher than
those for the astronomy sample, implying that, overall,
NGCI items function equally well in discriminating
between students of low and high ability for both astron-
omy and physics students. These pieces of evidence show
the versatility and robustness of the NGCI, and they pro-
vide a first indication that the students in introductory
algebra-based physics courses have a greater overall under-
standing of gravity compared to students in general educa-
tion astronomy courses.

However, the NGCI can provide information about the
prevalence of known difficulties and na€ıve reasoning patterns
of physics students beyond their overall stronger understand-
ing of gravity. Supplement A shows response frequencies for
each answer option to each question for the pre- and post-
instruction physics data compared to the astronomy data from
Ref. 20. Each item is labeled with its corresponding domain(s)
(D¼Directionality, FL¼Force Law, OF¼ Independence of
Other Forces, and T¼Threshold) according to the expert cat-
egorization discussed in Ref. 20. On first inspection, the most
noteworthy finding is how similar the response patterns are,
implying that, despite the differences in the types of students
who take physics compared to astronomy, and in addition to
the vastly different contextual focus on Newtonian gravity in
the introductory physics and astronomy courses, physics stu-
dents are drawn in similar proportions as astronomy students
to distractors that represent common na€ıve ideas and reason-
ing patterns. However, nuanced differences in how physics
and astronomy students answer NGCI questions can be
observed through chi squared statistical analysis with post hoc
analysis.41,42 Supplement A response proportions are marked
as significantly (alpha< 0.05) lower than expected (asterisks)
or higher than expected (daggers). Some items (such as items
9, 11, and 16) show few significant differences between
physics and astronomy students’ response patterns, whereas
other items (such as items 2, 5, 8, 13, 21, 23, and 26) show
that physics students are drawn to the correct answer more
often than expected and drawn to the distractors less often
than expected (and vice versa for astronomy students). In
Subsections V A–V D, we offer some interpretive arguments
about what these observed similarities and differences might
imply about physics students’ reasoning within each of the
four NGCI conceptual domains. We emphasize that these in-
terpretive arguments are not strong conclusions, but rather
identify interesting differences that warrant further investiga-
tion. These arguments serve two purposes: (1) to expand our
arguments above in favor of the validity and robustness of the
NGCI for both physics and astronomy populations, and (2) to
alert physics instructors and researchers to potential trends in
their students’ reasoning about gravity.

Fig. 1. NGCI item 5 with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.

Fig. 2. NGCI item 12 with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.
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A. Directionality domain

Physics students appear to have a slight bias in reasoning
that the direction of the gravitational force is “perpendicular
to the surface.” This is likely because these students have
much greater familiarity with problems where gravity can be
assumed to be “straight down.” Item 5 (Fig. 1) and item 12
(Fig. 2) illustrate this best. As a projectile motion problem,
item 5 is extremely easy for physics students, with a much
higher proportion than expected answering correctly (97%).
While one might conclude that this high proportion repre-
sents a significantly greater understanding in the
Directionality Domain, response patterns about the direction
of gravitational force on the non-spherical asteroid in item
12 indicate no significant difference in the proportions of
physics and astronomy students choosing the correct direc-
tion for the gravitational force. Physics students chose “c”
(beneath the ball) more often than “b” (toward the geometric
center), whereas this trend was reversed for astronomy stu-
dents. Interviews 4, 10, and 11 in Supplement B38 indicate
that this is likely associated with the idea that the direction
of the gravitational force is “perpendicular to the surface,”
whereas this idea never came up in the astronomy student
interviews.

B. Force law domain

Compared to astronomy students, physics students appear
to have a greater propensity to reason quantitatively with
mass and distance in determining force. Items 7, 10, and 16
show relatively equal difficulty values for physics and as-
tronomy students, but these items have higher discrimination
values when calculated with the physics sample. This implies
that these items point to real reasoning differences. Item 10

(Fig. 3), for example, shows that, when reasoning about
superposition, physics students are drawn preferentially to
the correct answer (“d”) and less distracted by the extreme
choices (“a” and “e”). Astronomy students, however, show

Fig. 3. NGCI item 10 with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.

Fig. 4. NGCI item 1with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.

Fig. 5. NGCI item 8 with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.
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more distribution in their choice of answers, with choice “c”
chosen most often, indicating their preference for a linear
relationship between gravitational force and both mass and
distance. The larger than expected proportions of astronomy
students choosing “a” and “e” indicate reasoning that an
object can experience a gravitational force from only one of
the other objects, which is either the larger object or the
closer object, respectively. These more intuitive, non-
quantitative choices are significantly less distracting to
physics students.

C. Independence of other forces domain

Physics students appear to hold the well-documented
na€ıve association between gravitational force and other fac-
tors including magnetism, rotation, and presence of an
atmosphere just as strongly as astronomy students. Item 1
(Fig. 4) and item 8 (Fig. 5) best illustrate this point. Item 1
response patterns show no significant post-instruction differ-
ences in the proportions of physics and astronomy students
choosing distractors except for the magnetism distractor
(“c”). However, item 8 shows no significant post-instruction
difference for the magnetism distractor (“b”), but it does for
the atmosphere distractor (“a”). So, while the content of
items 1 and 8 are almost identical, the response patterns
show slightly different trends, indicating no consistent

difference in how physics and astronomy students reason
about gravity in context with other forces.

D. Threshold domain

The Threshold Domain is where physics students excel
most above astronomy students in understanding Newtonian
gravity. After item 5 (discussed above in the Directionality
domain), the next five most differentially functioning items
on the NGCI are within the threshold domain (items 2, 13,
20, 21, and 23). With similar discrimination values, the diffi-
culty values for these items were much lower for the physics
sample. Item 2 (Fig. 6) and item 23 (Fig. 7) exemplify how
physics students chose distractors that represent alternative
ideas regarding a mass threshold (i.e., only “heavy” objects
exert a gravitational force) or distance threshold (i.e., objects
must be near each other to exert a gravitational force on one
another) significantly less than expected. From response pat-
terns in Supplement A38 and student interviews, it appears
that physics students have a more sophisticated understand-
ing of the universality of gravity in limiting cases.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a robust investigation that establishes
the applicability of the Newtonian Gravity Concept
Inventory (NGCI) as a reliable, valid tool for assessing

Fig. 6. NGCI item 2 with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.

Fig. 7. NGCI item 23 with response patterns. Proportions marked with an as-

terisk are significantly lower than expected, and those with a dagger are sig-

nificantly higher than expected.
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student understanding of gravity beyond the introductory
college astronomy population to the college algebra-based
physics population. In the Background Section, we describe
the development of the NGCI through Benson and Clark’s21

four-phase model using data from astronomy student
responses. The Planning phase from Ref. 15 is discussed, as
is the Development, Quantitative Evaluation, and Validation
from Ref. 20. The Method Section of this paper details how
we conducted a pilot study using the NGCI with a large sam-
ple of physics students from around the United States to
check the instrument’s applicability to this new student pop-
ulation. The Results Section shows the Classical Test Theory
statistics calculated with physics student responses. The high
pre- and post-instruction Cronbach’s alpha shows that the
NGCI is reliable, and item difficulty and discrimination indi-
ces show that most items are of appropriate difficulty and
discrimination for this population of students. Supplemented
by the strong evidence from student response patterns in
Supplement A and interviews in Supplement B,38 we assert
that the NGCI functions as a valid assessment of physics stu-
dent understanding of gravity.

The Discussion Section illustrates that, despite an overall
stronger understanding of gravity, physics students overall
display many of the same types of reasoning difficulties as
astronomy students, with preliminary, nuanced patterns
observed in each of the NGCI’s four conceptual domains. In
particular, physics students show a preference for a direction
of the gravitational force that is “perpendicular to the
surface.” Physics students appear to implement some form
of quantitative reasoning more frequently than astronomy
students when determining the magnitude of the gravita-
tional force. Additionally, physics and astronomy students
seem to be equally drawn to distractors that represent a con-
founding of gravity with other forces. Finally, when reason-
ing about gravity, physics students excel most above
astronomy students in scenarios that probe the universality
of gravity in limiting cases. Further research may be needed
to understand the effect sizes of these trends; however, this
study illustrates that all four of the conceptual domains of
the NGCI are uniquely sensitive to how student reasoning
difficulties manifest for both astronomy and physics stu-
dents. This serves to underscore the NGCI’s robust validity
across a diverse range of learners.

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As the only assessment instrument shown through robust
research to be effective at assessing student understanding in
both astronomy and physics courses, the NGCI has a unique
versatility and is poised to inform curriculum reform in both
disciplines. Student responses to the NGCI show the intuitive
ways students reason about gravity that may or may not be
consistent with the Newtonian perspective, allowing instruc-
tors to track how student understanding changes pre- to
post-instruction. Furthermore, because gravity is such a
foundational topic for a broad range of physical sciences, the
NGCI could potentially be used beyond introductory astron-
omy and algebra-based physics. For example, how do stu-
dents in calculus-based physics perform on the NGCI? What
about more advanced physics classes? Gravity is a topic
taught throughout the college physics curriculum, from intro-
to upper-level courses; how does physics and astronomy
majors’ understanding of gravity progress over time? What
are the best teaching practices to help learners develop a

greater understanding of gravity? We invite practitioners and
education researchers to help answer these questions by
using the NGCI in their classes and following the methods
here for adapting instruments to new populations. Copies of
the NGCI can be requested by emailing the authors.

Finally, while Classical Test Theory statistics are sample-
dependent, an Item Responses Theory (IRT) analysis allows
for population-independent item parameters and item-
independent student ability estimates. In future publications,
we plan to combine the astronomy and physics students’
response data in order to implement an IRT analysis.43

Using the IRT item parameters, we will calibrate the instru-
ment for all astronomy and physics students, and we will cal-
culate student ability estimates so that we can compare
students along a linear continuum. We then plan to imple-
ment a regression analysis on IRT student ability, controlling
for student demographic data and course structure, to
robustly tease apart which factors lead to the observed simi-
larities and differences between astronomy and physics stu-
dents’ understanding of Newtonian gravity. This IRT
analysis will also help us better understand which types of
instructional methods lead to the highest learning gains for
both populations of students.
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